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Abstract We propose two schemes for realizing quantum secure direct communication (QSDC) by using a set of
ordered two-photon three-dimensional hyperentangled states entangled in two degrees of freedom (DOFs) as quantum
information channels. In the first scheme, the photons from Bob to Alice are transmitted only once. After insuring the
security of the quantum channels, Bob encodes the secret message on his photons. Then Alice performs single-photon
two-DOF Bell bases measurements on her photons. This scheme has better security than former QSDC protocols. In the
second scheme, Bob transmits photons to Alice twice. After insuring the security of the quantum channels, Bob encodes
the secret message on his photons. Then Alice performs two-photon Bell bases measurements on each DOF. The scheme
has more information capacity than former QSDC protocols.
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1 Introduction

Quantum communication provides a new technique for
secure high-capacity information transmission. Quantum
cryptography is one of the most striking developments
in quantum communication, including quantum key dis-
tribution (QKD),[1−2] quantum secret sharing,[3−6] quan-
tum dialogue,[7−8] quantum secure direct communication
(QSDC)[9−29] and so on. Quantum key distribution was
first proposed by Bennett and Brassard[1] in 1984, in
which two remote legitimate users, say Alice and Bob,
establish a shared secret key through the transmission of
quantum signals and use this key to encrypt (decrypt)
the secret messages. This protocol has been proven to be
unconditionally secure.[30−31]

Quantum secure direct communication[9−29] is another
remarkable branch of quantum cryptography, which allows
the sender to transmit deterministic secret information
to the receiver directly without establishing random keys
first. The QSDC protocol proposed by Beige et al.[9] is a
scheme with one communication in the quantum channel
and another communication in the classical channel, which
is later called deterministic secure quantum communica-
tion (DSQC).[12,14] Boström and Felbinger put forward
a ping-pong QSDC protocol following the idea of quan-
tum dense coding with EPR pairs. It is a quasi-secure
direct communication protocol.[10] It has stimulated wide
interests for direct quantum communication though it was

not secure on a lossy quantum channel.[11] Deng et al.
[12]

introduced the concept of quantum data block into quan-
tum communication and proposed a QSDC scheme based
on entangled quantum systems. Wang et al.

[13] proposed
a QSDC protocol with quantum superdense coding in
high-dimensional Hilbert space. Zhan et al.

[17] proposed
a QSDC protocol by using entangled qutrits and entan-
glement swapping. The most typical protocols of QSDC
are ping-pong protocol[10] and one-time pad protocol.[19]

In Ref. [21], QSDC protocol based on hyperdense coding
with hyperentangled qubits is given. This protocol has
the advantage of higher capacity than the QSDC proto-
cols with a qubit system. More recently, many QSDC
protocols under the noise condition were proposed.[24−29]

Hyperentanglement[32−36] means simultaneous entan-
glement in more than one degree of freedom (DOF),
such as polarization-momentum, polarization-frequency,
path-orbit angular momentum (OAM)-polarization and
so on. Hyperentangled two-photon states have been
used to enhance the channel capacity and have con-
siderable putative robustness in superdense coding.[36]

Hyperentanglement is less affected by decoherence than
single-DOF multipartite entanglement.[34,40] Hyperentan-
gled states can be used to assist complete Bell-state
discrimination,[37−39] efficient construction of entangled
states,[40−41] quantum key distribution,[42] entanglement
purification protocols,[43−44] enhanced violation of local
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realism,[45] quantum communication,[46] and multiqubit
logic gates.[47] Many quantum systems have been used to
produce hyperentanglement.[48−52]

In this paper, we propose two QSDC schemes
where the carriers of information are two-photon three-
dimensional hyperentangled states entangled in two
DOFs. We show the QSDC schemes provide higher ca-
pacity than the QSDC taking two-dimensional one-DOF
photon pairs as quantum channel. And also the commu-
nication is proved to be more secure under usual attacks.

2 QSDC by Using Three-Dimensional
Hyperentanglement

Alice and Bob are provided with a pair of photons A
and B simultaneously entangled in two DOFs, for exam-
ple, in their space and frequency DOFs or in their orbital
angular momentum and time-bin DOFs and so on. In
general, we denote the state of the two photons entangled
in a-DOF and b-DOF as

|Ψ00〉AB = |φ00〉aa
AB ⊗ |φ00〉bbAB

=
1√
3
(|00〉 + |11〉 + |22〉)aa

AB

⊗ 1√
3
(|00〉 + |11〉 + |22〉)bb

AB . (1)

Bell bases are defined as

|φnm〉k1k2 =
∑

j

1√
3

e2π inj/3|j〉k1 |j + m mod 3〉k2 . (2)

Following the method of Ref. [53], we introduce other
two three-dimensional measurement bases. We denote X-
bases and Z-bases as

|Xnm〉k1k2 =
1√
3
( e2π i/3|0〉|m〉

+

2∑

j=1

e2π inj/3|j〉|j + m mod 3〉)k1k2 , (3)

|Znm〉k1k2 = |nm〉k1k2 . (4)

Here n, m, j = 0, 1, 2. If k1, k2 denote different DOFs,
they are single-photon two-DOF bases. If k1, k2 denote
the same DOF, they are two-photon bases. The unitary
operations

Unm
0 =

2∑

j=0

e2π ijn/3|j + m mod 3〉〈j| , (5)

can transform Unm
0 |φ00〉 = |φnm〉. Bob can perform

unitary operations Unm
1 on his photon B and transform

Unm
1 |φ00〉 = |Xnm〉,

Unm
1 = e2π i/3|m〉〈0| +

2∑

j=1

e2π inj/3|j + m mod 3〉〈j| . (6)

Alice can perform unitary operations Unm
1 on her photon

A and the transform results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Results of Unm

1 transforming |φ00〉 on photon A.

U00

1
U10

1
U20

1
U01

1
U11

1
U21

1
U02

1
U12

1
U22

1

X
00

X
10

X
20

X
22

X
02

X
12

X
11

X
21

X
01

2.1 QSDC by Using Single-Photon Two-DOF Bell

Bases Measurement with Hyperentanglement

The states resulting from Bob’s encoding can be
rewritten as superpositions of the single-photon two-DOF
Bell states as

|Ψnm〉 = |φnm〉aa
AB ⊗ |φ00〉bbAB =

1

3

∑

j,j′

(|φj,j′ 〉ab

A

⊗ |φ(3+n−j) mod 3,(3−m+j′) mod 3〉ab

B , (7)

where n, m, j, j′ = 0, 1, 2. In our first scheme, we consider
QSDC by using single-photon two-DOF Bell bases mea-
surements on three-dimensional hyperentanglement. Bob
is the sender of messages and Alice is the receiver. The
concrete steps are described as follows:

(i) Bob first prepares a large enough number (N) of
two-DOF entangled states in

|Ψ〉AnBn

=
1√
3
(|00〉 + |11〉 + |22〉)aa

AnBn

⊗ 1√
3
(|00〉 + |11〉 + |22〉)bb

AnBn

, (8)

where n = 1, 2, . . . , N . He takes one photon from each
state to form an ordered qutrits [B1, B2, . . . , BN ] called SB

sequence. The remaining qutrits [A1, A2, . . . , AN ] called
SA sequence.

(ii) Bob chooses several subsets randomly to consti-
tute a sufficiently large subset in the SB sequence as a
checking set, called CB set. The remaining qutrits in SB

sequence are taken as encoding-decoding set, called MB

set. Then Bob selects randomly unitary operations Unm
1

on one DOF of his qutrits in CB set and sends SA sequence
to Alice.

(iii) After verifying that Alice has received all qutrits
of SA sequence, Bob announces the position and the DOF
on which he performs unitary operations for each checking
photon of CB set. Alice takes the corresponding photons
in SA sequence to form an ordered checking set, called
CA set. The remaining photons in SA sequence are taken
as encoding-decoding set, namely MA set. Alice performs
randomly unitary operations Unm

1 on the other DOF of
her qutrits in Eq. (8). Then she measures her qutrits by
using single-photon two-DOF X-bases and single-photon
two-DOF Z-bases randomly on all the checking photons in
CA set and announces measurement bases for each check-
ing photon of CA set.

(iv) After Bob performs the single-photon measure-
ment on all the checking photons in his CB set by using
the same measurement bases as Alice′s, Alice announces
her measurement results and unitary operations of all
the checking photons. Bob compares his outcomes with
Alice′s to determine whether there is an eavesdropper in
the channel. For example, if Bob performs unitary op-
eration U21

1 on a-DOF of qutrit j in CB set at step (ii)
and Alice performs unitary operation U21

1 on b-DOF and
X-bases measures of qutrit j in CA set at step (iii), the
state of the system including qutrits of checking photons
j in CB and CA sets can be written as
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|X21〉aa
AB ⊗ |X12〉bbAB =

1

3
( e2π i/3|01〉 + e4π i/3|12〉+ e2π i/3|20〉)aa

AB

⊗ ( e2π i/3|02〉 + e2π i/3|10〉+ e4π i/3|21〉)bb
AB =

1

3
( e4π i/3|X12〉ab

A ⊗ |X00〉ab
B + e2π i/3|X02〉ab

A

⊗ |X10〉ab
B + e2π i/3|X22〉ab

A ⊗ |X20〉ab
B + e2π i/3|X20〉ab

A ⊗ |X01〉ab
B + |X10〉ab

A ⊗ |X11〉ab
B + |X00〉ab

A

⊗ |X21〉ab
B + e2π i/3|X01〉ab

A ⊗ |X02〉ab
B + |X21〉ab

A ⊗ |X12〉ab
B + e4π i/3|X11〉ab

A ⊗ |X22〉ab
B ) . (9)

It is clear that if Alice’s measurement result is |X00〉ab
A

when she performs X-bases measurement on the check-
ing photon j in CA set, and if no eavesdropping exists,

then Bob’s measurement outcome should be |X21〉ab
B when

he performs X-bases measurements on the corresponding
photon j in CB set. After security checking process, if the
error rate is high, Bob concludes that the channel is not
secure, and aborts the communication. Otherwise, they
continue to execute the next step.

(v) After insuring the security of the quantum
channel, Alice and Bob perform their secure di-
rect communication. In order to encode the se-
cret message, they agree that the unitary operations
U00

0 , U10
0 , U20

0 , U01
0 , U11

0 , U21
0 , U02

0 , U12
0 , U22

0 , represent the
secret messages 00, 10, 20, 01, 11, 21, 02, 12, and 22,
respectively. In accord with the encoding-decoding pho-
tons ordering, Bob performs his two-bit encoding via Unm

0

operations on a-DOF of the encoding-decoding photons
according to his bit strings to be transmitted this time.

(vi) Bob performs single-photon two-DOF Bell mea-
surements and publicly announces his measurement out-
comes, then Alice measures her encoding-decoding pho-
tons in MA sequence by using single-photon two-DOF
Bell bases. After she compares each of Bob’s measure-
ment outcomes and her measurement results with pho-
ton orders, she can identify the exact unitary operation
Unm

0 performed by Bob on each encoding-decoding pho-
ton. Thus, Alice can read log2 9 bits information.

We now discuss the security for our QSDC proto-
col. There is an eavesdropper Eve with unlimited pow-
ers, whose technology is confined only by the laws of
quantum mechanics. To gain useful secret messages, Eve
must attack the quantum channel during the hyperentan-
gled states transmission process. Firstly, we consider the
intercept-and-resend attack. Eve prepares a series of or-
dered photons pairs, which are in the state

|Ψ〉A′

n
B′

n

=
1√
3
(|00〉 + |11〉 + |22〉)aa

A′

n
B′

n

⊗ 1√
3
(|00〉 + |11〉+ |22〉)bb

A′

n
B′

n

.

Eve divides them into two sequences, the SA′ sequence
and the SB′ sequence. When Bob sends the SA sequence

to Alice, Eve intercepts SA sequence and sends her fake
sequence SA′ to Alice. Then Alice would take SA′ se-
quence for SA sequence and performs the single-photon
bases measurements as described above. In accordance
with the order of qutrits in CB set, Eve can take the corre-
sponding photons in SB′ sequence to form an ordered set,
called CB′ . After Alice announces her measurement bases

and measurement results for each photon in CA′ , Eve per-
forms the same bases measurement on the corresponding
photons in CA set. Since the photons are transmitted only
once, if Eve is not detected in the security checking pro-
cess, Eve will get the whole secret messages in the process
of secret message transmission. However, in our proto-

col Bob performs randomly unitary operations Unm
1 on

one DOF of checking qutrits in CB set before sending SA

sequence to Alice, so Eve can only guess randomly and
only has 1/9 chance to choose the right unitary opera-
tion for one time. Alice performs randomly unitary oper-
ations Unm

1 on the other DOF of checking qutrits in CA

set and announces her measurement results after Bob fin-

ishes measurements, so Eve has only 1/9 chance to choose
the right unitary operations. Hence, the intercept-and-
resend attack can be detected when Bob compares their
measurement outcomes.

Secondly, we consider the entangle-and-measure at-
tacks. Eve prepares a series of ordered photon pairs, which
are in the state

|Ψ〉A′

n
B′

n

=
1√
3
(|00〉 + |11〉 + |22〉)aa

A′

n
B′

n

⊗ 1√
3
(|00〉 + |11〉 + |22〉)bb

A′

n
B′

n

.

When Bob sends the SA sequence to Alice, Eve captures
SA sequence and performs the two-photon Bell measure-
ment on the qutrits (An, A′

n). If Bob has not randomly

performed unitary operations Unm
1 on the checking groups

in CB set at step (ii), the state of the whole system will
be described as

|Ψ00〉AnBn

⊗ |Ψ00〉A′

n
B′

n

= |φ00〉aa
AnBn

⊗ |φ00〉bbAnBn

⊗ |φ00〉aa
A′

n
B′

n

⊗ |φ00〉bbA′

n
B′

n

=
1

9

∑

(j,j′)

(|φj,j′ 〉aa

BnB′

n

⊗ |φ(3−j) mod 3,(3+j′) mod 3〉bbBnB′

n

⊗ |φj,j′ 〉aa

AnA′

n

⊗ |φ(3−j) mod 3,(3+j′) mod 3〉bbAnA′

n

.
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After two-photon (An, A′
n) Bell-measurement by Eve, the

entanglement between qutrits (An, Bn) disappears and the
new entanglement between qutrits An and A′

n (Bn and
B′

n) is set up. Then Eve sends the SA sequence to Alice.
According to the public announcement of Bob as above,
Alice proceeds as usual. Then Eve can perform the single-
photon two-DOF Bell-measurement on the corresponding
qutrits in SA′ sequence to get the information of unitary
operations performed by Alice, and make the same uni-
tary operations on the corresponding groups in the SB′ se-
quence. As a result, Eve will not be detected, and can get
the whole secret messages in the process of secret message
transmission. However, as Bob randomly performs uni-
tary operations at step (ii), Eve cannot perform correct
unitary operations Unm

1 on the corresponding groups in
SB′ qutrit sequence, and therefore the Eve’s eavesdropping
can be detected by Alice and Bob in the security check-
ing process. Finally, we consider the Trojan horse attack
strategy.[2] The primary Trojan horse attack strategies in-
clude a multi-photon-signal attack,[54] an invisible-photon
attack,[55] and a delay-photon attack.[56] Since this pro-
tocol transmits photons only once, it is secure for Trojan
horse attack strategies.

2.2 QSDC by Using Hyperdense Coding with

Hyperentanglement

In our second scheme, we consider QSDC by using
hyperdense coding with three-dimensional hyperentangle-
ment. We can write 81 three-dimensional unitary opera-
tions as

Unm = (Un′m′

) ⊗ (Un′′m′′

)

=
∑

j

e2π ijn′/3|j + m′ mod 3〉a〈j|a

⊗
∑

j′

e2π ij′n′′/3|j′ + m′′ mod 3〉b〈j′|b , (10)

where Un′m′

can transform Un′m′ |φ00〉aa
= |φn′m′〉aa

and

Un′′m′′

can transform Un′′m′′ |φ00〉bb = |φn′′m′′〉bb. where
j, j′, n′, m′, n′′, m′′ = 0, 1, 2. Now, let us describe our sec-
ond QSDC protocol where Bob is the sender of messages
and Alice is the receiver.

(i) Bob first prepares a large enough number (N) of
two-DOF entangled states |Ψ〉AnBn

in Eq. (8). He takes
one photon from each state to form an ordered SB se-
quence. The remaining qutrits called SA sequence.

(ii) Bob chooses several subsets randomly to consti-
tute two sufficiently large subset in the SB sequence as the
first checking set C1

B and the second checking set C2
B. The

remaining qutrits in SB sequence are taken as encoding-
decoding set, called MB set. Then Bob performs randomly
unitary operations Unm

1 on one DOF of his qutrits to per-
form all the checking photons in C1

B set and sends SA

sequence to Alice.
(iii) After verifying that Alice has received all qutrits

of SA sequence, Bob announces the position and the DOF
on which he performs unitary operations for each check-
ing photon of C1

B set in SB sequence. Alice takes the

corresponding photons in SA sequence to form an or-
dered checking set, called C1

A set. Then, Alice performs
randomly unitary operations Unm

1 on the other DOF
and single-photon two-DOF bases measurements by using
single-photon two-DOF X-bases and Z-bases randomly on
all the checking photons in C1

A set and announces mea-
surement bases.

(iv) After Bob performs single-photon measurements
on all the checking photons in his C1

B set by using the same
measurement bases as Alice’s, Alice announces her mea-
surement results and unitary operations of all the checking
photons. Bob compares his outcomes with Alice’s to de-
termine whether there is an eavesdropper in the channel.
If the error rate is high, Bob concludes that the channel
is not secure, and aborts the communication. Otherwise,
they continue to execute the next step.

(v) After insuring the security of the quantum chan-
nel, Alice and Bob perform their secure direct com-
munication. In order to encode the secret message,
they agree that the 81 unitary operations (Uaa

n′m′) ⊗
(U bb

n′′m′′), (n′, m′, n′′, m′′ = 0, 1, 2), represent the secret
messages 0000, 0001, 0002, . . ., and 2222 respectively. In
accord with the encoding-decoding photons order, Bob
performs his three-dimensional four-bit encoding via local
unitary operations (Uaa

n′m′)⊗(U bb
n′′m′′) on two DOFs of the

encoding-decoding photons according to his bit strings to
be transmitted this time. In order to insure the security of
the quantum channel, Bob selects randomly unitary op-
erations Unm

1 on two DOFs of his qutrits in Eq. (8) to
perform all the checking photons in C2

B set and sends SB

sequence to Alice.
(vi) After verifying that Alice has received all qutrits of

SB sequence, Bob announces the positions of each checking
photon of C2

B set and encoding-decoding photons MB set
in SB sequence. Alice takes the corresponding photons
in SA sequence to form an ordered checking set, called
C2

A set and an ordered encoding-decoding MA set. Alice
performs the two-photon measurement on all the check-
ing photons in C2

A set and C2
B set randomly in above

two-photon X-bases or two-photon Z-bases on each DOF.
Alice announces her two-photon measurement bases and
measurement results of all the checking photons. Bob can
determine whether there is any eavesdropping in the chan-
nel. If the error rate is high, Bob concludes that the chan-
nel is not secure, and aborts the communication. Other-
wise, they continue to execute the next step.

(vii) Then Alice measures corresponding two-photon
by using two-photon Bell bases on each DOF of all the
encoding-decoding set. She can identify the exact uni-
tary operations Uaa

n′m′ ⊗ U bb
n′′m′′ performed by Bob on

each encoding-decoding photon. Thus, Alice can read the
log2 81 bits information.

Our second QSDC protocol requires two security anal-
ysis. The first security analysis is similar to that for our
first QSDC protocol. We now discuss the second security
analysis when Bob sends the SB sequence to Alice. Firstly,
we consider the intercept-and-resend attack. Eve prepares
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a series of ordered hyperentanglement pairs, which are in
the state

|Ψ〉A′

n
B′

n

=
1√
3
(|00〉 + |11〉 + |22〉)aa

A′

n
B′

n

⊗ 1√
3
(|00〉 + |11〉+ |22〉)bb

A′

n
B′

n

.

Eve divides them into two sequences, the SA′ sequence
and the SB′ sequence. When Bob sends the SB sequence
to Alice, Eve intercepts SB sequence and sends her fake
sequence SB′ to Alice, and Alice would take SB′ sequence
for SB sequence. In accordance with the order of qutrits
in C2

B set by Bob from his public announcement, Alice
can take the corresponding photons in SB′ sequence to
form an ordered set, call C2

B′ set and perform the two-
photon bases measurement as described above. However,
in our protocol Bob performs randomly unitary opera-
tions Unm

1 on two DOFs of checking qutrits in C2
B set

before sending SB sequence to Alice, and Alice performs
two-photon measurements on all the checking photons in
C2

A and C2
B randomly by using two-photon X-bases or Z-

bases. So Eve can only guess and has only 1/9 chance
to choose the right unitary operation each time. Hence,
the intercept-and-resend attack can be detected when Bob
compares their measurement outcomes. Secondly, we con-
sider the entangle-and-measure attacks. Similarly, as Bob
randomly performs unitary operations at step (ii), Eve
cannot perform correct unitary operations Unm

1 on the
corresponding groups in the SB′ sequence, so the Eve’s
eavesdropping can be detected by Alice and Bob in the se-
curity checking process. Finally, after receiving the qutrits
sequence, Alice first adds a filter before the devices with
which she operates the photons by performing unitary op-
erations and measurements to prevent Trojan horse at-
tack strategies. It is worth pointing out that when Bob
sends the SB sequence to Alice, particles carry the secret
messages between two legitimate users, Eve can not get
secret messages even by eavesdroping in the second check-
ing procedure, because the secret messages can be only
obtained by Alice’s joint two-photon Bell-measurement on
each DOF.

3 Conclusion

In summary, we have proposed two QSDC protocols by
using two-photon three-dimensional hyperentangled states
entangled in two DOFs as quantum channels. In our
first scheme, we have realized checking steps by using
two different single-photon measurement bases and real-
ized encoding-decoding by using single-photon two-DOF
Bell measurements with the information capacity log2 9.

In our second scheme, we have realized encoding-decoding
by using two-photon general Bell-measurement, the infor-
mation capacity is 2 log2 9, showing higher information ca-
pacity. We have showed that the two schemes are both se-
cure under usual attacks. In the first scheme, the photons
are transmitted only one time, so one security analysis is
required. While, as photons are transmitted two times in
the second scheme, we are required to make two security
analysis. Practically, there are noises and losses in quan-
tum channels, which will threaten the security of quantum
communication since Eve can hide her eavesdropping in
the noises. But with the help of quantum error correction
and the quantum repeater technique, the protocols can
also be acted securely.

Since spontaneous parametric down-conversion
(SPDC) in a nonlinear crystal is the most widely used
method to prepare entangled photon pairs, we can use
a single nonlinear crystal to produce high-dimensional
entanglement[57−59] such as frequency, path, orbit angu-
lar momentum (OAM) and time-bin DOF. Generation
and application of two-dimensional and high-dimensional
hyperentanglement have rapid development both experi-
mentally and theoretically.[21,33−39,51,60−61] So we believe
our protocols are feasible in the future. Compared with
previous QSDC protocols, our protocols have several ad-
vantages. Firstly, the quantum channel is different. The
three-dimensional two DOFs hyperentangled states are
substituted for the usual one DOF entangled states as
quantum channel. Entanglement in more than one DOF
can provide a significantly larger channel capacity and a
putative robustness. Secondly, the present protocols pro-
vide better security. In our QSDC protocols, as two legit-
imate users randomly perform unitary operations during
the checking steps, the probability for Eve guessing the
right unitary operation is 1/9 each time, which is smaller
than that of the schemes using two-dimensional entan-
gled state as quantum channels. Thirdly, our protocols
have higher information capacity. For two-dimensional
quantum channel, one particle can carry 2 bits of infor-
mation, while in the three-dimensional quantum channel
the capacity is log2 9. Especially when Bob encodes the
secret messages on two-DOF respectively, the capacity
is 2 log2 9. Finally, our schemes can be easily general-
ized to QSDC based on d-dimensional hyperentangled
states entangled in multi-DOF, which may be exploited
for higher capacity and more secure quantum communica-
tion. Moreover, our approaches may stimulate approaches
on high-dimensional hyperentanglement generation and
applications.
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